LOOKING AT PSE EVALUATION: WORLD CAFÉ TABLES
World Café Overview

10 TABLES

- 3 SCHOOLS
- 2 EARLY CHILD CARE
- 2 WORKSITE
- 2 FOOD RETAIL
- 1 FAITH-BASED
• 3 DISCUSSION ROUNDS

• LARGE GROUP DISCUSSION AT THE END
EVALUATION READINESS

• Different stages
• Different resources
• Different needs
ROUND ONE

- Looking at a specific case study from the viewpoint of a pilot project
- Select your group
- You will have about 20 minutes to discuss your case study.
ROUND TWO

• The pilot project was successful! Now you’re going to be looking at the case study from the viewpoint of implementing a larger project.
• You can stay with the same group or move to a different setting.
• You will have about 15 minutes to discuss this part of the project.
ROUND THREE

• Three years have gone by! Now you’re going to be looking at the case study from the viewpoint of longer-term follow-up.
• You can stay with the same group or move to a different setting.
• You will have about 15 minutes to discuss this part of the project.
LARGE GROUP DISCUSSION